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Technology Aiding The Medical Transportation And EMS Community
Covered On “Behind The Scenes” With Laurence Fishburne

The program tackles how technology continues to allow healthcare services to evolve.

MIAMI (PRWEB) April 08, 2020 -- Recipient of multiple NAACP Image awards, Laurence Fishburne, is the
host of the educational show “Behind The Scenes” with Laurence Fishburne. The TV program highlights many
subjects affecting a wide array of people around the world today. A new episode will feature technology
utilized in the medical field. Medical experts will discuss the tech aiding the transportation and EMS
community.

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) are paramedic or ambulance services. These emergency services are
available for treating urgent injuries and illnesses, out-of-hospital treatment, and transport to definitive care.
Paramedics and ambulance drivers have a vital role in society. Daily, they save the lives of many.
Approximately one life is saved every 30 minutes via ambulance services.

Paramedics use a wide array of technology to help patients, such as ultrasounds. These devices allow the
paramedic to determine if and where there may be any internal bleeding. In the next ten years, technology for
the EMS community will advance further from what is currently available. Tech that allows EMS providers to
lift patients without manually lifting them may pop up on the horizon. Often EMS providers are injured by
lifting patients, and creating something like a wearable machine would help to prevent the wear and tear EMS
providers experience.

“Behind The Scenes” will further explore how tech is helping the transportation and EMS community on a new
episode airing soon, featuring many experts within the space.

“Behind The Scenes” with Laurence Fishburne is carefully reviewed before revealed to a public viewing
audience. The informational program has received numerous accolades for its endeavors in television.
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Contact Information
Creative Development
Behind The Scenes with Laurence Fishburne
http://www.behindthesceneslf.com
561-549-9122

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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